I present a source-independent fracture imaging method to use passive seismic data for mapping subwavelength natural fractures. Unlike conventional source-dependent imaging that often adopts reflection-type seismic imaging with known source that is not available in passive seismic surveys, the proposed fracture imaging approach relies on the transmission and diffraction data without the need for source information. I assume that passive seismic data can be decomposed into two types of data: primary transmission wave data and diffraction (coda) wave data. The imaging formula states that primary waves should coincide with coda waves at scatterer points at the time of scattering. Instead of generating source wavefields in the conventional imaging method, the proposed method only need to propagate transmission wave data and diffraction wave data from the receiver arrays and apply an imaging condition to produce an image of fractures. This imaging procedure can be used for processing P wave or S wave. In synthetic examples, I evaluate the proposed method in several aspects: inaccurate source location, inaccurate velocity model, sparse receivers and irregular receiver spacing, elastic data and joint surface and borehole acquisitions. I found that the proposed approach performed well (or even better) comparable to source-dependent fracture imaging when assuming exact source information is known. With perturbed source locations with random shifts (e.g. estimated source location with errors), however, fractures were missing in the source-dependent fracture imaging results but the proposed approach was not influenced. In the presence of velocity errors and sparse and irregular receiver spacing, the proposed method produces better fracture images than the source-dependent imaging results.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Imaging and characterizing subsurface fractures has been a longsought goal of exploration seismology. Fractures can play an important role in the exploration and development of conventional and unconventional reservoirs (Liu & Martinez 2013) . These fractures provide the necessary open channels for the flow of gas, and they control the permeability of the reservoir. Hydraulic fracturing creates the fracture network to drive fluid flow. Induced microseismic events are distributed spatially around the fractures, thus the microseismic events provides spatial constraints on hydraulic fracture properties (Warpinsksi et al. 2001) . Very often, the rock formation where hydraulic fracturing is applied already has natural (preexisting) fractures present. In many ways the natural fractures affect the hydraulic fracture's initiation and propagation, see (Blanton 1988) . Yang & Zoback (2014) observed that relatively large-scale fractures may release fluid pressure and transmit injected fluids to other formations thus resulting in the out-of-zone seismicity which often causes concerns in industry applications. Therefore, the map of natural fractures to be addressed in this study is critical for the success of the (secondary) fracturing processing.
Faults and fractures often generate scattering waves when seismic waves pass through them. Full wavefield data contains more fruitful information, for example, P and S waveforms, reflections, conversions, and scattered waves. Using full wavefield information, with less reliance on phase picking, promises to provide a more complete and reliable monitoring. Recent studies have shown that using waveform information could yield better constraints of microseismic sources, and thus induced fractures (Duncan & Eisner 2010; Song & Toksöz 2011; Li et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2015) . In addition, the frequency content of downhole microseismic data is often high, above 100 Hz, which implies the ability to image small-scale structures.
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Modern seismic diffraction imaging methods with active sources have been demonstrated to provide a superior map of seismic-scale and even subwavelength fractures to conventional reflection imaging (e.g. Landa & Keydar 1998; Khaidukov et al. 2004; Popovici et al. 2015; Merzlikin et al. 2017) . Passive seismic imaging can adopt this type of diffraction imaging for mapping such targets. For example, migration of passive scattered wave data could construct an image of faults in the San Andreas Fault region (Zhang et al. 2009; Reshetnikov et al. 2010) . Their methods need to generate source wavefields from the hypocenter of the microseismic events, which must be located before migration. However, with either traveltime based or waveform based source location approaches, passive source locations are most likely to be uncertain and more or less inaccurate. When the source wavefield is extrapolated from such poorly determined source location, the uncertainties of source location will be propagated into focusing/defocusing in the seismic image (Zhu & Sun 2016) . This makes such source-dependent imaging methods difficult to use for passive seismic data.
A data-driven approach is to use interference between reflection/transmission and converted waves propagated backward in time from receiver locations only. For example, Nihei et al. (2000) used the directed and converted PS waves of vertical seismic profiling (VSP) data for back propagation in the elastic reverse-time migration to locate fractures. Xiao & Schuster (2009) presented a similar idea to apply local migration of transmission data and reflection data of VSP data, which was extended to converted PS waves (Xiao & Leaney 2010) . To map the Moho discontinuity, Shang et al. (2012) presented an imaging condition of cross-correlating P and S wavefields after wavefield decomposition during elastic wave propagation of the teleseismic data. Following the same idea, Shabelansky et al. (2015) developed a velocity analysis method using reflection/transmission waves and converted waves using both active and passive seismic data. Shabelansky et al. (2017) further elaborated the source-independent converted wave imaging condition for better amplitude balancing with the deconvolutional forms.
Whereas previous studies had a strong emphasis on reflection/transmission and converted waves, I aim to take into account the diffractions in the data. I treat passive seismic data composing of primary transmission data and the scattered data that can be significant in microseismic data. With the separation of two components, I back propagate transmission data and scattering data separately from receivers into the subsurface medium. A zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition is applied to construct images of fractures as the source of scattering. I emphasize that this fracture imaging is source-independent without the need for source information, which is a critical factor for the passive seismic applications. Starting with a simple synthetic fracture model, I validate the proposed approach to image the synthetic fracture. To conclude this paper, I apply the proposed imaging method to a realistic 2-D model with surface and downhole monitoring arrays, and to an ultrasonic acoustic data.
M E T H O D O L O G Y O F F R A C T U R E I M A G I N G
Consider a point source emits a wave and the incident wave hits a scatterer which acts as a secondary source and produces scattering (diffraction) waves, shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) . Scattered waves accompany transmitted waves but propagate in different directions. In the receivers arrays, all these waves can be recorded. In this case, the recorded seismic data d for a passive source consists of primary wave (transmission) data d pri (x r , t) and scattered wave (diffraction) data d sca (x r , t) (note that reflections if any belong to the scattered coda), which can be expressed as:
where x r denotes the spatial coordinates of receivers and t is the recording time.
Source-dependent fracture imaging (SDFI)
Consider an acoustic Green's function G(x r , t) which represents an impulse response observed at x r , due to a source at x s . The back propagation of seismic data d(x, t) is often called 'receiver wavefield', written mathematically as
, where T is the total time length of recorded data, the symbol ' * ' represents the time convolution, and the superscript symbol 'R' indicates the receiver wavefield. The source wavefield (denoted by the superscript 'S') W S (x, t) is to forward propagate a wavelet from a source at x s . A standard imaging condition for reverse-time migration consists of time cross-correlation at every image location between the source and receiver wavefields, followed by image extraction at zero time (Claerbout 1985) . Thus, the image I (x) is expressed as
With exciting multiple sources in an active-source seismic survey the image will be the stack of I (x) for each source. The deconvolution imaging condition can be also used if preferable. To formulate the fracture imaging, I replace full seismic data d (x, t) by scattering data d sca (x, t) during back propagation to compute scattering receiver wavefield W source-dependent fracture imaging (SDFI) is expressed as
The work flow of this method is briefly outlined in Fig. 2(a) . I note that, either reverse-time migration of reflection or diffraction data, from eqs (2) or (3), propagating the source wavefield needs to have the source information (i.e. source wavelet and location). In passive seismic surveys (e.g. earthquakes or microseismic monitoring), sources can be located by classic traveltime-based location methods, migration-based location methods (Folesky et al. 2015; Sun et al. 2015) , time-reversal source imaging (McMechan 1982; Gajewski & Tessmer 2005; Zhu 2014) , and waveform inversion methods (Huang et al. 2017) . But the accuracy of these estimates is dependent on several factors, for example ambient noise, inaccurate velocity model, picking errors and the location algorithms based on the first-order physics.
Here I demonstrate how the inaccurate source locations influence the image quality of SDFI. Fig. 3(a) shows the true model geometry and Fig. 3(b) shows the migration velocity model with randomly perturbed source locations (maximum perturbation: 57 m). The model is descritized in 600 × 600 with the spacings of 1 m in both directions. The dominate frequency of the Ricker source wavelet is 130 Hz, so the wavelength is about 19 m. A fracture is explicitly designed as an irregular velocity anomaly and the average fracture width is about 1 m, much smaller than wavelength. The wavefield is generated by solving the first-order system of the acoustic wave equation using the staggered-grid pseudo-spectral method for the spatial derivative and the staggered-grid finite-difference approach for the temporal derivative (Zhu & Harris 2014) . Fig. 4(a) shows the snapshots of wave propagation through a fracture. The diffraction energy is generated when the primary transmitted wave interacts the fracture. There are 116 receivers with 5 m spacing on the surface and 12 point sources equally distributed at the depth of 530 m. In the recorded data in Fig. 4 (b), transmitted waves and scattered waves are clearly seen. Figs 5(a) and (b) show the images using SDFI (eq. 3) with true source locations and perturbed source locations, respectively. With exact source locations, the fracture is imaged. With perturbed source locations, the fracture is defocusing. It tells whether the fracture could be imaged or not is dependent on the knowledge of the source location. I therefore conclude that SDFI method with the need of source location may not be suitable to process passive seismic data in which the source properties are uncertain. This motivates this study to develop a fracture imaging method that is independent on source.
Source-independent fracture imaging (SIFI)
In this section, I describe a source-independent fracture imaging (SIFI) method to use the transmission wave data and scattering wave data to construct two back propagated wavefields from receivers instead of forward propagated source wavefields for the sources.
Considering the reciprocity of wave propagation, during the back propagation, the primary transmitted and scattered wave fronts should meet at the scatterers' location. Fig. 1 (b) schematically shows back propagation of two separated data into the same medium. Two wavefields accompany and become strongest at a time when scattering wave focused at its source. After that, scattering waves diverge until transmitted waves finally converge to the source location (t = 0). During back propagation, if I apply an imaging condition, the wavefield energy at the scatterer location will be enhanced. Similar to SDFI (eq. 3), I represent the spatial image by cross-correlating two back propagated wavefields:
Note that this imaging condition does not require the propagation of the source wavefields. I reconstruct those two backpropagated wavefields by wave extrapolating of two decomposed data. Here the wave extrapolation is based on the acoustic wave modelling for both forward propagation and back propagation. The work flow of the proposed SIFI imaging approach for passive seismic data is outlined in Fig. 2(b) , and is summarized as follows:
(1) Separate passive data into the transmission data (P and/or S wave) and the diffraction data. To be specific, I obtain transmission data and diffraction data in four steps: First, flatten direct waves in terms of picked (P and/or S wave) traveltimes; second, apply a median filter to enhance flatten direct waves; third, subtract output of step 2 from output of step 1; fourth, unflatten data to get diffraction data and transmission data.
(2) Use a priori information about a smooth background (P and/or S wave) velocity model (e.g. obtained from sonic well logs or travel time tomography).
(3) Back propagate the transmission data at the receiver location through the velocity model (the primary wavefield W R pri (x, t)). (4) Back propagate the diffraction data at the receiver location through the same velocity model (the scattered wavefield W R sca (x, t)). (5) Apply the zero-lag crosscorrelation of the backpropagated transmission and scattered wavefields (see eq. 4) to form images of scatterers, and then sum over all the events (shot) gather to get the stacked image.
The image of the scatterers is the result of step 5 for all the time steps. To understand the process, I show the selected snapshots for back propagated primary wavefield W R pri (x, t), back propagated scattering wavefield W R sca (x, t) , and the corresponding images in Fig. 6 . At points in space where there is no scattering, the product of W R pri (x, t) and W R sca (x, t) will be small or vanish, as shown in the forth column of Fig. 6 . In the post-processing, I use the Laplacian filter to attenuate the low wavenumber noise and then normalize the image I (x) as sgn[I (x)]I 2 (x) to enhance the imaged scatterers, where the symbol 'sgn' is the sign function.
The key feature of this proposed imaging scheme is no requirement of the source properties, such as location, radiation patterns or wavelet functions, which makes the proposed method preferable for passive seismic data. I illustrate the proposed fracture imaging method with the above model (Fig. 3) . The result in Fig. 7 shows a clean image of the fracture in a much better focus than SDFI results in Fig. 5 . Almost no artefact due to the source-receiver footprint is observed.
The quality of seismic migration imaging often depends on the accuracy of the migration velocity model. Imaging using smaller or bigger velocity values than true velocity leads to under/over migration. Fig. 8 shows comparisons of SDFI and SIFI in the presence of the velocity errors (introducing 10 per cent velocity reduction). SDFI (Fig. 8a) cannot provide a focused image of the fracture. Surprisingly, the proposed SIFI (Fig. 8b ) still gives the well-focused images of the fracture but the focus is shifted down. The reason behind this is that backpropagated transmitted wavefields and scattering wavefields from the same receivers in the same velocity are always synchronous, so the cross-correlated energy is still focused at the meeting spots. Focusing will advance or delay depending on the imaging velocity relative to true velocity. In SDFI source wavefields propagating from the sources will only coincide with scattering (receiver) wavefields from the receivers at a scatterer when propagating in the true velocity.
In the above experiments with regular spacing and dense receivers (120), below I test the effect of sparseness and irregularity of receivers on the fracture image: (1) a random selection of 30 receivers in irregular spacing and (2) Fig. 3(b) . Red lines denote the fracture. In both cases, strong artefacts in the top and bottom of the images are due to the source-receiver footprint.
irregular spacing, and Figs 8(e) and (f) for the sparse receivers. They all illuminate the fracture but more or less suffer from the sourcereceiver footprint artefacts. Apparently, SIFI has less artefacts in the source side than SDFI. And, the receiver footprint artefact seems to rely on the number of receivers more than the irregularity of receiver spacing. In addition, using sparse data, I reran the SDFI with perturbed source locations and the fracture image is shown in Fig. 8(g ). Similar observation to Fig. 5(b) is a defoused image of the fracture. These results further support the source independence of the proposed SIFI.
E X A M P L E S
I present synthetic passive seismic monitoring examples as well as an ultrasonic experimental data example to illustrate the feasibility of the effective imaging of subwavelength fractures.
A layered model with subwavelength fractures
Surface arrays Fig. 9 shows the source-receiver geometry of the layered model. I assume that hydraulic fracturing is operated in the fourth layer. The physical parameters of each layer is listed in Table 1 In the first demonstration, I generate surface array data with attenuation effects generated by solving the viscoacoustic wave equation (Zhu & Harris 2014) . Following the proposed workflow, I need to separate recorded data into transmission and scattering data. For simplicity here I run forward models twice with the background velocity with and without fractures. So they are full data and transmission data, respectively, shown in Figs 10(a) and (c). Fig. 10(b) show coda data that is obtained by the subtraction between full and transmission data. For a more realistic scenario with S-wave data, I generate a viscoelastic data set with both P-and S-wave attenuation effects (Zhu & Carcione 2014) . I set V s = V p /1.7 and Q s = Q p = V p /100. I conduct the S-wave data separation using median filtering (see the workflow procedure for details) to obtain transmission and scattering S-wave data, respectively, are shown in Figs 11(b) and (c). I first conduct two experiments using SDFI with the assumption of known source information and with the perturbed source locations. The velocity model for all diffraction imaging is shown in Fig. 9(b) , which is the result of the accurate velocity model (Fig. 9a ) convolving with a 2-D Gaussian smoothing operator (20 pixel half-width)). Imaging results are shown in Fig. 12 . The SDFI approach with exact source locations can yield a low-resolution image of fractures with strong source footprint artefacts. Several imaged fractures seem to be off to red lines (the reference fractures). Four large fractures in the bottom are imaged well. This probably is caused by inaccurate velocity model. Then, I randomly perturb the sources with the maximum variation of ±30 m shown as red stars in Fig. 9(b) . Not surprisingly, SDFI method has difficulty locating fractures (Fig. 12b) .
Second, I test the proposed SIFI method with the same input as the SDFI. Fig. 13(a) shows the final image of fractures. Compare to Fig. 12(a) , the proposed SIFI approach clearly leads to a superior image of fractures with better focus and overall better imaging quality with less artefacts (e.g. weak source footprint). Most of fracture locations exhibit the agreement to true locations, some of small fractures are not vertically distinguished though. Because the vertical space of some fractures is not well constrained in the surface geometry. In addition, unlike the issue of inexact source locations in SDFI (see Fig. 12b ), the proposed SIFI approach is not affected with the errors of source location.
Third, I test the sensitivity of the imaging velocity errors of two diffraction imaging methods (SDFI and SIFI). I purposely increase the velocity input by adding 10 per cent of smoothed velocity in Fig. 9(b) . Two results are shown in Figs 12(c) and 13(b), respectively. The image in Fig. 12(c) by SDFI becomes worse and exhibits smeared focus in the corresponding fracture locations. However, the SIFI method still gives the focused energy but shifted up in this case (see Fig. 13b ).
In addition, with viscoelastic S-wave data, I run SDFI with the assumption of known source information and its resulted image is shown in Fig. 12(d) . Fig. 13(c) shows the final image by the proposed SIFI imaging. Because of unwanted waves (e.g. conversion) in the viscoelastic data in Fig. 11 , both images are noisier than their acoustic ones. But the SIFI methods generate a cleaner image of fractures than the SDFI one (see Figs 12d and c) . 
Joint surface and borehole arrays
In practice, a downhole array is very common microseismic data acquisition system. The downhole array often has tens of receivers along a nearby vertical hole, which can provide additional constraints on microseismic imaging due to its high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. In this section, I evaluate the SIFI method with the joint of surface and downhole arrays. In Fig. 9 , the downhole array with 100 receivers is installed in the horizontal location at 550 m and the depth range of 96-195 m. The downhole array data is shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 14 shows the improved image of fractures compared to that using surface array only (Fig. 13a) . Almost all of fractures can be better oriented, in particular, the dips of several fractures in the upper-right are better presented, agreeing to the designed fractures (red lines). The strong vertical artefact in the upper-right corner is the footprint of the downhole array.
Experimental ultrasonic acoustic data for imaging scatterers
Finally, I applied the proposed SIFI method to an ultrasonic acoustic data collected in a laboratory experiment (Mikesell et al. 2012 image the scatterers. The experiment was conducted in an aluminum block (280 × 230 × 215 mm) where contains 15 cylindrical holes (1 mm in diameter and 3 cm deep) that act as scatterers (smaller than the wavelength). A laser source (a star in Fig. 15a ) generates ultrasonic waves having a central frequency of 600 kHz. The Rayleighwave velocity in the aluminum is 2.9 mm μs -1 , corresponding to a dominant wavelength of about 5 mm. The vertical component of the displacement wave fields are recorded. The original receiver array contains 412 receivers in total, spaced 1 mm apart fully surrounding the source and scatterers. To consider a microseismic-relevant geometry, I select data from two monitoring arrays (horizontal and vertical) in Fig. 15(a) . A bandpass filter between 100 and 2000 kHz was applied. The direct wave and scattered Rayleigh waves are separated based on the workflow in the Methodology section and are shown in Fig. 15(b) .
The 2-D computational domain is assumed with the size of 130 × 130 mm, descritized by 512 × 512 with the spacings of 0.25 mm. A homogeneous velocity model with 2.9 mm μs -1 is used for back propagation. The Gaussian pulse with the dominant frequency of 600 kHz is the source wavelet. The total simulation time length is about 55.2 μs and the time step is 12.5 × 10 −3 μs. I compared results by SDFI and SIFI. With correct source location, the SDFI result can give the satisfied image of scatterers (Fig. 16a) . However, SDFI with the perturbed source locations degrade the focus of the scatterers (Fig. 16b) . The SIFI result in Fig. 16(c) is comparable to that in Fig. 16(a) but is immune to the errors of source locations.
D I S C U S S I O N
The proposed SIFI method involving no source is data-driven and dependent on the separation of primary transmission wave and diffraction wave data. Without the data separation, Schuster et al. (2003) applied the autocorrelation migration of VSP data to obtain correlations of the direct wave with the primary reflections and correlations of the direct wave with the free-surface ghost reflections. Their tests showed that the reflector locations can be accurately imaged, but the penalty is that the migrated autocorrelogram image can be somewhat degraded by intercorrelations of primary and ghost reflections in the autocorrelograms. Similarly, I can formulate the autocorrelation imaging of full passive seismic data as follow: Eq. (5) has two additional cross-terms to the proposed imaging in eq. (4). In principle, two cross-terms represent the lowwavenumbers, so this imaging may be close to the proposed method. However, from my experience, these terms easily lead to the crosstalk artefacts in the final image (see Fig. 17 as the first example in Fig. 3 ), in particular artefacts associated with the source location because of focused strong transmission waves. In addition, autocorrelation imaging tends to overlook the azimuth contribution to the shot stacking. In other words, autocorrelation imaging would not resolve the fracture dip well.
In active-source seismic reflection surveys, diffractions are emerging into reflections and often weak, which is challenging for diffraction imaging. To address this issue, a variety of sophisticated reflection/diffraction separation techniques has been reported (Landa et al. 1987; Khaidukov et al. 2004; Fomel et al. 2007; Klokov & Fomel 2012) . After separation, diffractions are migrated in either pre-or post-stack imaging. I anticipate that the proposed SIFI method can also be applied to reflection diffraction imaging. In this case, the SIFI back propagates the separated reflections and diffractions individually and then cross-correlates two wavefields to construct a diffraction image where no source is involving, even though the source location is usually known in such surveys. One of the problems impeding application of wave-equation imaging techniques to microseismic data is the high computational cost. In SDFI, I need to compute the forward source wavefields and save them in the memory or disk or reconstruct source wavefields from checking-points wavefields for the imaging condition, which increase the computational costs either due to increased I/O times by reading data from the memory or disk or due to the extra forward modelling. With the proposed imaging method that is independent of source, however, I can propagate primary wave and scattering wave data simultaneously and construct the image on the fly. Therefore, the computational cost would be much less than SDFI scheme in practical applications. In this study, I incorporated the subwavelength fractures (1 m scale) in the models and I limited myself in 2-D to comprise the efficiency and limited computational resources. In a companion paper (Huang & Zhu 2018 ), we present realistic 3-D synthetic tests to study the source-receiver geometry effects on the fracture imaging and also results from a field microseismic data test.
C O N C L U S I O N
This paper presents a source-independent fracture imaging method to map subwavelength natural fractures/scatterers using passive seismic data, for example microseismic. Through extensive tests using synthetic and ultrasonic data sets, I learn three features of the proposed method. First, the proposed SIFI approach is sourceindependent, that is no requirement of the source location. The numerical results suggest that the proposed diffraction imaging gives results superior to that of source-dependent imaging even assuming that source information is exactly known. When I randomly perturbed source location, fractures are missing (defocusing) in the SDFI image but the proposed SIFI approach is not influenced. This makes the SIFI approach appealing for passive seismic fracture imaging where source information is often not available or inaccurately estimated. Second, as any backpropagation imaging method, SIFI leads to mislocation errors of the fractures in case of velocity errors. The SIFI technique, however, leads to a better image, that is a superior S/N ratio when compared to the corresponding SDFI Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/gji/article-abstract/216/3/1831/5250884 by Pennsylvania State University user on 03 January 2019 image. Third, although the source-receivers' geometry (e.g. sparseness and irregularity in receivers) may influence the image by SDFI and SIFI, particularly in the footprint of receivers, the proposed SIFI method eliminates the possible artefacts associated with the source side at most.
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